
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Venusaur (Florizarre) is probably the Pokémon I prefer. Bulbasaur was 

my first Pokémon ever and was overjoyed when I saw it evolve.               

Venusaur is a powerful toad, with a beautiful flower on its back.                         

It catches the sun’s rays and converts them into energy. This Pokémon is 

kind, loyal, and reliable. It has a special place in my heart. 

 

Exeggutor (Noadkoko) looks like a coconut tree. It has three to six heads, 

which resemble coconuts. Each head thinks independently of the others, so 

it makes a lot of noise, because each head speaks its mind. 

I find this Pokémon very funny and a little weird.  

 

Alakazam has a great look! It is also very smart: its brain is very heavy 

and it can solve a lot of problems (he has an extremely high IQ). It has 

one spoon in each hand. It is a psychic Pokémon. 
 

Nidoking is a huge Pokémon. I think it looks awesome! There is a 

long, venomous horn on its forehead. Nidoking looks very confident and 

strong, and he can break the bones of his enemies. 

 

Artikodin is a legendary Pokémon. It is a majestic bird and it looks great! 

It has blue feathers. It is very elegant and I love its look. I’m a big fan of 

this creature! 

 

 

Snorlax (Ronflex) is a lazy and fat Pokémon. It sleeps all the time!                     

But be cautious: it can be very aggressive after it wakes up.                                     

It is always hungry… and can eat up to 400kgs of food!  

I find this monster strange and funny! 



 



  



Donner son opinion 

I think that … = je pense que… 

To me, … = Pour moi, … 

In my opinion… = À mon avis… 

I believe that… = Je crois que… 

 

 

In my view… = À mon avis… 

To my mind… = À mon sens… 

I agree with… = je suis d’accord avec… 

I disagree with… = je suis en désaccord avec… 

 

 

Adjectifs en anglais 

big = grand / gros 

confident = assuré, sûr de soi 

brave = brave, vaillant 

funny = drôle 

cute = mignon 

shy = timide 

tiny = tout petit, minuscule 

smart = intelligent, vif, rusé 

adorable = adorable 

original = original 

majestic = majestueux 

happy = heureux 

long = long 

large = grand, fort, large 

huge = énorme, immense, 

colossal 

lazy = paresseux 

fat = gros, gras 

small / little = petit 

slow = lent 

fast = rapide 

good = bon 

quiet = calme 

 

heavy = lourd 

light = léger 

hard = dur, difficile 

soft = doux 

weak = faible 

strong = fort 

beautiful = beau 

happy = heureux 

sad = triste 

dark = somber 

boring = ennuyeux 

clean = propre 

dirty = sale 

nasty = méchant 

bad = mauvais 

pleasant = plaisant 

unpleasant = déplaisant 

excellent = excellent 

terrible = terrible 

weird / bizarre = bizarre, 

étrange 

powerful = puissant 

weak = faible 
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